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Abstract—Cloud providers deploy telemetry tools in software
to perform end-host network analytics. Recent efforts show
that sketches, a kind of approximate data structure, are a
promising basis for software-based telemetry, as they provide
high fidelity for many statistics with a low resource footprint.
However, an attacker can compromise sketch-based telemetry
results via software vulnerabilities. Consequently, they can nullify
the use of telemetry; e.g., avoiding attack detection or inducing
accounting discrepancies. In this paper, we formally define the
requirements for trustworthy sketch-based telemetry and show
that prior work cannot meet those due to the sketch’s probabilistic
nature and performance requirements. We present the design
and implementation TRUSTSKETCH, a general framework for
trustworthy sketch telemetry that can support a wide spectrum
of sketching algorithms. We show that TRUSTSKETCH is able to
detect a wide range of attacks on sketch-based telemetry in a
timely fashion while incurring only minimal overhead.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud providers (e.g., AWS [2], Microsoft Azure [14] and

GCP [8]) rely on network telemetry for management tasks such
as anomaly detection [79], billing [17], and traffic engineer-
ing [33], [46]. Traditionally, network monitoring relied largely
on telemetry capabilities installed on network hardware (e.g.,
routers and programmable switches). Increasingly, however,
we find that monitoring traffic in software on end hosts is
becoming a more attractive alternative thanks to its imme-
diate deployability and flexibility. Moreover, with the recent
announcements on reduced support for programmable router
hardware (e.g., the discontinued Tofino programmable switch
product line at Intel [11]), end-host telemetry capability will
likely play an even more vital role.

In this context, sketch-based telemetry [55], [67], [68], [91]
has been shown to be particularly promising for monitoring
traffic in end-host software. In contrast to capturing full packets
or flows, sketches are a class of probabilistic data structures
that estimate traffic statistics online (e.g., tracking heavy hitters
[36], [39], [74], [85], measuring entropy [62], counting distinct
flows [30]) with low resource footprints. Recently, sketches
have been integrated into popular network packet libraries; for
example, NitroSketch [19] has been used in Intel DPDK [41].

Existing work on sketch-based telemetry in end hosts largely
considers a benign setting and overlooks the likelihood of
the telemetry results being compromised by an attacker. For
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Fig. 1: System Model: a cloud provider deploys sketch-based
telemetry in the hypervisor to monitor network traffic of tenants’ VMs.
A malicious customer could get privilege escalation and get access
to the hypervisor to compromise the telemetry results.

example, consider a cloud telemetry deployment as shown
in Fig. 1, where cloud providers offer virtual machines to
customers and run sketches on the hypervisor to monitor
network traffic on the end host. Malicious cloud users may
obtain privilege escalation, access to hypervisor, and virtual
switches by exploiting existing software vulnerabilities in the
data center (e.g., SaltStack [9], VMware ESXi [20], Xen [22]).

Using such exploits, a malicious cloud attacker can com-
promise the telemetry results in one of three possible ways:
(i) modifying the sketch execution logic; (ii) modifying the
relevant memory regions that store the sketch counters; or (iii)
injecting or dropping packets, or modifying packet headers
in the memory. This is especially worrisome as disabling or
corrupting sketch-based telemetry gives adversaries extraordi-
nary power to launch novel attacks that can go unnoticed for
extended periods of time; i.e., because the telemetry results are
corrupted downstream anomaly detection or alerting systems
are rendered ineffective. For example, attackers may be able
to launch new attacks on other VMs or hosts without being
detected.

An ideal trustworthy software sketch framework must satisfy
three requirements:

• Correctness: The framework must meet three integrity re-
quirements (formally defined in §III-A). Concretely, the sketch
memory is updated exclusively (memory integrity) by the
packets that traverse the network (input integrity) according to
the predefined sketch logic (compute integrity).
• Generality: Operators might deploy different sketches for
different telemetry tasks, so the framework needs to support
a wide range of sketches.
• Performance: The framework must incur minimum through-
put degradation and additional latency with minimal impact
on resource usage (computation, memory, and network) and
minimal hardware modifications.

Unfortunately, existing solutions and seemingly natural ex-
tensions cannot satisfy these requirements. For example, code
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attestation [49] cannot prevent an attacker from changing the
computation and memory of the sketch at run time, failing the
correctness requirement. Techniques such as mirroring traffic
to the cloud controller [80] to cross-validate the data-plane
telemetry would double the traffic and would be impractical,
failing the performance requirement.

In this paper, we present the design and implementation of
TRUSTSKETCH. Our design uses secure enclaves (e.g., Intel
SGX [71]), which provide a private region of memory for
secure computation and are already deployed in today’s data
center [4], [5]. Given the limited size of enclave memory, we
carefully partition the telemetry system (consisting of a sketch,
a virtual switch, and an I/O module which is a connection
between network applications and the NIC) and only place the
sketch in the secure enclaves to achieve runtime computation
and memory integrity.

However, only using the enclave cannot provide the input
integrity: packets go through untrusted host memory between
the NIC and the enclave, so an attacker could corrupt the
packets monitored by the sketch. To solve the problem, we
consider the NIC as the second point of trust. This is a rea-
sonable design choice because the NIC is standalone hardware
and has a smaller and more stable code base, which means a
smaller attack surface. Our solution uses the NIC to verify
that the packet sequence between the enclave and the NIC
is unchanged: the enclave and the NIC would periodically
compute a hash of the packets they saw based on a shared
secret key. In the evaluation, we show that this solution only
uses a small resource footprint of the NIC.

We solve two practical challenges to make TRUSTSKETCH
feasible. First, we need to decide how often to compute the
hash. Simply computing one hash for each packet would incur
high computation overhead and greatly degrade throughput.
Computing hash for a predefined number of packets would
fail to detect an attack in time because the packet rate is
changing dynamically. We run timers at the enclave and the
NIC, which times off periodically to divide packets into epoch
and calculate a new hash for each epoch. Second, modern NICs
use multithread to process packets in parallel to achieve high
throughput. Each NIC thread would only process a substream
of the packets, so we need a way to match the packet stream
between the NIC and the enclave. To solve the problem, we
append the packet sequence number as a tag to the packet, and
reconstruct the packet substreams at the enclave and the NIC
based on the tag. Then we compute one hash for each packet
substream.

We validate the correctness of the design TRUSTSKETCH
using a qualitative case-by-case analysis and a formal model
based on a system modeling language Alloy [58]. We build
an end-to-end prototype of TRUSTSKETCH using Intel SGX
and Netronome SmartNIC [15]. We run our prototype against
multiple realistic attack scenarios and demonstrate that it
successfully and timely detects the attacks without any prior
knowledge of the attacker’s strategy. We run TRUSTSKETCH
with eight sketches to protect five distinct telemetry tasks
and show that TRUSTSKETCH adds 7% overhead in terms
of throughput and 6µs to overall latency. We also show that
TRUSTSKETCH only uses 1.9% CPU and 0.53% memory
resources of the NIC, which means that it is promising to
be implemented on commodity NICs.

II. BACKGROUND & MOTIVATION
In this section, we first discuss the cloud telemetry model

that we consider. Next, we give some background on sketches.
Finally, we present our threat model and show how an attacker
could compromise sketch-based telemetry.

A. Setting: Cloud Network Telemetry
We consider a public cloud environment in which providers

(e.g., AWS [2], Microsoft Azure [14], and GCP [8]) operate
physical servers interconnected by network fabrics in data
centers and offer infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) to their
customers. Through virtual resource orchestration platforms
(e.g., OpenStack [16] and Kubernetes [13]), cloud tenants have
access to custom VM instances1 on physical machines. This
setting is practical today. Although offloading the network
stack and the hypervisor to SmartNICs is a promising direc-
tion, deploying hypervisors with telemetry capability on the
CPU is still mainstream due to the benefits of easy program-
ming and fewer hardware changes. For example, AWS runs
Firecracker [23] as a software hypervisor for the Lambda ser-
vice. Azure NIC deployment uses the RDMA capability [29]
between servers while the virtual network is still on the CPU.
Therefore, our work focuses on software-based telemetry that
is deployed on host servers (i.e., on software switches).

Such a telemetry infrastructure typically obtains packet
header information (e.g., source and destination IPs, ports,
and protocols) and aggregates them as flows to compute
statistics (e.g., entropy [75], distinct flow [28], [30], heavy
hitters [36], [40]). Operators then use the statistics to perform
various management tasks, such as DDoS detection [30], [68],
traffic engineering [33], [46], anomaly detection [79], and
accounting [17].

B. Background on Sketches
Research efforts in network telemetry [57], [67]–[69], [88],

[89] have proposed to run sketches on software switches. At a
high level, sketches are compact probabilistic data structures
that can provide accurate flow-level statistics and use low
computational and memory resources [53], [67]. Thus, the
cloud provider can integrate sketches into the data plane in
virtual switches [53], [67] (e.g., Open vSwitch [77], VPP [45])
and obtain traffic statistics online, as shown in Fig. 1.

To show how the basic structure of sketches works, we use
the popular Count-Min Sketch [40] as an example as shown in
Fig. 2. The Count-Min Sketch model captures a general model
for a wide range of sketches [31], [36], [68]. While different
sketching algorithms differ in specifics of how they maintain
counters and report estimates, the general structure follows this
similar pattern.

At a high level, Count-Min Sketch maintains a 2D array of
counters (e.g., r rows and d counters per row). When a packet
arrives, the sketch extracts the flow key from the packet header
(e.g., source IP address or 5-tuple) and uses the flow key to
compute r independent hash values. These r hash values will
then be used as indices to decide which counters to increment
(+1 in this case) in each row. Thus, the minimum of the r
counters is an estimate of the total number of packets in this
flow. The Count-Min Sketch also maintains a heap to track
the Top-K largest flows. Using this sketch, one can accurately

1Our work also applies to containerized deployments. For clarity, we focus
on VMs in the rest of the paper.
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Fig. 2: A sketch-based telemetry tool is composed
of a 2D counter array and a heap.
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Fig. 4: An attacker could increase
the telemetry error to 100% by mod-
ifying 20% of the counters.

estimate the heavy hitters in the traffic for each monitoring
window. At the end of each monitoring interval, the sketch can
report the Counters and the Heap to the controller, which can
be used for other tasks (e.g., DDoS detection and accounting).

C. Threat Model and Attacks
Goals We consider an attacker whose goal is to compromise
the integrity of the telemetry results for their benefit. For
instance, an attacker using multiple cloud VMs to launch
a DDoS attack against another tenant could try to remain
undetected by preventing telemetry from catching her VMs’
traffic to the victim. Similarly, an attacker using the cloud
could try to reduce her network costs by altering the telemetry
to impact the cloud’s accounting.

Our goal is to provide accurate and trustworthy telemetry
results even in the presence of potential attackers. Although
our solution does not directly mitigate such attacks, it provides
a way to detect anomalous behaviors promptly and reliably,
which facilitates subsequent forensic analysis and mitigation
efforts.
Capabilities We consider an attacker who gets privilege
escalation and controls the software stack of a server, including
a hypervisor, virtual switch, and virtual machines. While
strong, the threat model is practical: a VMware hypervisor
vulnerability [20] (i.e., uninitialized stack memory usage in the
virtual network adapter) has been used to escape the VM and
get a root shell on the host. In addition, there are other software
vulnerabilities in the data center that allow the attacker to
get privilege escalation, such as SaltStack [9] and Xen [22].
We assume that the attacker cannot control the enclave (a
secure memory region) and the SmartNIC due to the hardware
security features provided by the vendors (more details in
§IV-A). We do not consider side-channel attacks since our
work focuses on protecting the integrity of the telemetry results
rather than the confidentiality. Our threat model is equivalent
to prior work in the cloud computing space (e.g., [42], [66],
[76], [78]).
Illustrative attacks. To make our discussion concrete, we
next describe three exemplar attacks.

Runtime Compute Attack ( 1⃝ in Fig. 3): An attacker could
modify the runtime execution logic of the sketch (e.g., by
modifying the runtime libraries). As a concrete illustration,
Fig. 4 shows the impact on the accuracy of the UnivMon sketch
when an attacker modifies counter update logic by updating
a fraction of counters to random numbers. The accuracy
degrades significantly; e.g., the error can be as high as 100%
even when only 20% of the counters are modified.

Memory Attack ( 2⃝ in Fig. 3): An attacker could also
modify the sketch data in memory. For example, he could

read the memory mapping table maintained by the operating
system to know the exact memory address of the sketch heap
and remove the relevant flow key of the attack flows. We find
that the error can be as high as 40% even when only 20% of
the entries are dropped (figure not shown).

Input Attack ( 3⃝ in Fig. 3): An attacker could inject packets
into the packet buffer maintained by the virtual switch, which
stores packets that are sent from the VMs, have already been
processed by the sketch and are waiting to be sent out by the
NIC. In this case, the injected packets are sent out by the NIC,
but are not seen (monitored) by the sketch. We find that the
error can be as high as 40% even when only 5% packets are
injected (figure not shown).

Takeaways. While sketch-based telemetry running in cloud
virtual switches is promising due to performance and low
footprint, existing solutions are designed in a benign non-
adversarial setting. Consequently, an attacker can impact the
integrity of telemetry results to enable further downstream
goals (e.g., avoid detection).

III. REQUIREMENTS AND EXISTING SOLUTIONS
Given the threats to sketch-based telemetry, we identify

the security requirements that any trustworthy sketch-based
telemetry must strive to achieve. Then, we discuss two prac-
tical system requirements. Finally, we explain why existing
solutions cannot meet these requirements in our context.

A. Security Requirements
Suppose that in an ideal world, the sketch would output

Counters and Heap to the controller, and in an unsecured
world, the sketch would output Counters ′ and Heap′ re-
spectively. Our overarching goal is to achieve tamper evi-
dence, meaning that one of two conditions occurs: Either (i)
Counters ′ = Counters and Heap′ = Heap, or (ii) raise
an alert if Counters ′ ̸= Counters or Heap′ ̸= Heap. In
other words, we ensure that the adversary cannot tamper
with the telemetry results, or if they do, the tampering can
be immediately detected. To achieve this, we identify and
formally define three necessary security requirements2.

Sketch-compute-integrity. Since the attacker might manipu-
late the sketch computation procedure (i.e., changing how the
sketch updates the counters and the heap) , 1⃝ in Fig. 3), we
need to ensure that the execution of sketches is not corrupted
by the attacker at run-time. Specifically, for each input packet
p, the sketch executes instructions Ihash to compute the hash,
Icounter to update the counter, and Iheap to update heap.

2As we will see, these are independently necessary as removing any of them
will introduce opportunities for correctness violations.
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Similarly in an unsecured world, I ′hash , I ′counter and I ′heap are
executed. We need to guarantee that

Ihash = I ′hash
Icounter = I ′counter

Iheap = I ′heap

(1)

or raise an alert when Eq. 1 does not hold.

Sketch-memory-integrity. Even if we guarantee Sketch-
compute-integrity, an attacker can still use the memory attack
(i.e., modify the sketch counters or the heap , 2⃝ in Fig. 3) .
Assume in an ideal world, given the memory update instruc-
tions Ihash and Icounter , the sketch will update the counters
from Countersbefore to Countersafter and update the heap
from Heapbefore to Heapafter . Assume that in an unsecured
world, the sketch will update the counters to Countersafter

′

and update the heap to Heapafter
′. We need to guarantee that

Countersafter = Countersafter
′

Heapafter = Heapafter
′ (2)

or raise an alert when Eq. 2 does not hold.

Sketch-input-integrity. Even if we guarantee Sketch-
compute-integrity and Sketch-memory-integrity, an attacker
could still launch an input attack ( 3⃝ in Fig. 3). Thus, we need
an sketch-input-integrity to ensure that the sketch monitors
every packet in order sent and received by the NIC.

We define the sketch input integrity requirement by taking
two observations into account. First, some complex sketches
[25], [52], [69] depend on packet order, so we want to
guarantee that the sketch monitors the same sequence of
incoming (outgoing) packets as the NIC receives (sends).
Second, since sketches work based on packet header, we only
need to check the packet header. For a sequence of packets P ,
we use P [i].hdr to denote the header of the i-th packet in that
sequence. We use Sin, Sout, Nin, Nout to denote the incoming
and outgoing packet sequence seen by the sketch and the NIC.
Then, we need to ensure that

Sin [i ].hdr = Nin [i ].hdr ,∀i ∈ N+

Sout [i ].hdr = Nout [i ].hdr ,∀i ∈ N+ (3)

or raise an alert when Eq. 3 does not hold. For Nin, Nout, we
do not consider non-data packets (e.g., control packets between
NIC and controller).

B. System Requirements
In addition to security requirements, we also need:

Performance. With today’s high link speeds, any telemetry
system may experience a large volume of packets, so we need
to support high processing throughput and low latency. Also,
we want to maximize the (computation, memory and network)
resource available to the customers and maintain low resource
usage for the telemetry system.

Generality. We can consider creating solutions that use partic-
ular algorithmic properties of specific sketches for robustness.
However, this would not generalize well across sketches and
will restrict operators who often deploy different types of
telemetry goals. Thus, our system needs to be agnostic to the
specifics of sketch algorithms.

Solution Cross Checking Software Attestation Secure Memory

Compute Integrity × ×
Memory Integrity ×

Input Integrity × ×
Performance ×
Generality

TABLE I: Summary of Strawman Solutions and Limitations.

C. Existing Solutions and Limitations
Next, we discuss why seemingly natural strawman solutions

from the trustworthy computing literature can not meet our
requirements. We summarize our discussion in Table I.

First, we can cross check results by running the sketch with
the same input at different locations and comparing the results
to verify the telemetry result. While such an approach could
satisfy our security requirements, it incurs high network and
compute overhead and thus fails the performance requirement.
For example, we could mirror traffic via the NIC (e.g., up to
100Gbps) to another location (e.g., a separate server or con-
troller) [80], incurring prohibitively large computation and net-
work overheads. We can reduce these overheads by mirroring
only a subset of sampled packets. However, since sketches are
probabilistic data structures (i.e., the same input can generate
different outputs at different times), precisely reconstructing
the telemetry result with partial input (i.e., sampled packets) is
hard and we cannot distinguish inaccuracies in reconstruction
vs. malicious behavior.

Second, we could consider code attestation techniques
(e.g., [49]) to verify the integrity of the sketch code at boot
time. However, code attestation cannot provide runtime sketch-
compute-integrity as it is only a static checker that verifies the
code before execution. Thus, attested sketch code can still be
interrupted or corrupted during the runtime execution (e.g., by
modifying runtime libraries).

Third, we could leverage secure memory features such
as AMD Secure Memory Encryption (SME) [3] to provide
sketch-memory-integrity. SME leverages specialized hardware
to encrypt data before writing it to the main memory. We
could calculate and store MAC (message authentication code)
along with the data in memory to ensure its integrity. However,
sketch-memory-integrity alone is not sufficient for trustworthy
telemetry as we still need to provide sketch-compute-integrity
and sketch-input-integrity.

IV. DESIGN OVERVIEW
In this section, we first discuss two roots of trust for ensuring

the telemetry integrity: secure enclave and SmartNIC. Then,
we explore the design space of leveraging these hardware
bases and explain why some strawman designs fail. Finally,
we describe our design choices.

A. Roots of Trust
Our design is based on two practical roots of trust that are

available on modern server hardware.

An enclave is an integrated CPU feature that allocates
a private region of memory for isolated runtime execution.
Software running outside the enclave (including privileged
software such as kernel or hypervisor) is not able to read or
modify computation and data in the enclave. Enclaves have
already been deployed in today’s data centers [4], [5].

We impose restrictions on attacker capabilities so that an
attacker cannot read or modify the code and data in the enclave,
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similar to prior work [42], [66], [78]. We acknowledge that
powerful attackers could use side channels in the enclave (e.g.,
page fault [86], cache timing [35], [50], branch prediction [63])
to compromise the confidentiality of data stored inside the
enclave. Note, however, that our work focuses on integrity
and thus such side channels that impact confidentiality are an
explicit non-goal for our work.

A SmartNIC is a programmable network interface card
that can run custom code to process packets, such as network
functions (e.g., NAT) and network protocol offloading (e.g.,
TLS, VXLAN). Many types of SmartNIC have already been
deployed in today’s data centers [47].

We consider the NIC to be trusted i.e., an attacker cannot
read or modify the code and data on a SmartNIC. This design
choice is in line with prior work [76] and has several justifica-
tions. First, the NIC code could be signed by the operator and
verified by the NIC before execution. Additionally, the NIC
operates as standalone hardware with its own firmware, which
is distinct from the hypervisor code. As a result, an attacker
would need to discover separate vulnerabilities specific to the
NIC to compromise its security. Moreover, the firmware is
updated less frequently and typically has a smaller code base,
reducing the potential attack surface.

Constraints. Although trusted, both the enclave and Smart-
NIC have constraints in resources and functionality. For
enclave, we consider the second generation of Intel SGX
(SGXv2) [43], the latest enclave supported by Intel. Any data
transferred between the enclave and the NIC must go through
the unprotected host memory. This problem still exists for
the next-generation enclave (e.g., Intel TDX [12]). Moreover,
instructions that change privilege levels (i.e., syscall and int
instructions) are not supported inside an enclave.

Commodity SmartNICs have limited computing and mem-
ory resources. They often only allow a limited number of
instructions and memory accesses for each packet to support
high line-rate packet processing. Also, the NIC resources are
shared by other offloaded network functions (e.g., NAT, TLS).
So we want to use minimum NIC resources for network
telemetry. Although some high-end SmartNICs (e.g., Mellanox
BlueField [72]) have more resources, a general framework is
required to work with the commodity SmartNIC of limited
resource.

B. Design Space
In general, a sketch-based telemetry system includes a vir-

tual switch, a sketch, and an associated I/O module. The virtual
switch in software is responsible for emulating the network
switch function for the VMs, thus implementing operations
such as forwarding and NAT. The sketch, as we describe in
§II-B, is responsible for telemetry and contains a 2D counter
array and a heap. The I/O module (e.g., Intel DPDK [41]) is a
software component that acts as a connecting bridge between
network applications and the NIC. The I/O module manages
packet buffers on the server and interacts with the NIC driver
to send and receive packets.

Given these components, we can explore the design space
of options that considers where these components could run
in our server stack : host, enclave, or NIC. For example, the
virtual switch and the sketch could run in the host memory,
the enclave, or the NIC. Similarly, the I/O module could run in
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Solution (a) (b) (c) (d)

Compute Integrity ×
Memory Integrity ×

Input Integrity × ×
Performance ×
Generality ×

Fig. 5: While various solution are possible in our design space,
only TRUSTSKETCH satisfies all requirements. (a) the sketch-based
telemetry as done today; (b) only the Sketch in the NIC as in [24],
[91]; (c) all related components in the enclave as in [78]; (d)
TRUSTSKETCH places only the sketch in the enclave and implements
a input validation that runs between two checkers.

the host memory or in the enclave. Note that the I/O module
cannot fully run on the NIC because it interacts with drivers
to support other software network applications.

Different design choices naturally entail trade-offs between
security, performance and generality. To see why, consider two
points from this design space. One design choice is to run the
sketch on the NIC to achieve the three security requirements
as we illustrate in Fig. 5(b). While it might be feasible to
run some simple sketches on a commodity NIC, such as
CountMin Sketch [40], NIC’s resource constraints are typically
prohibitive for real sketches. For instance, UnivMon [68] needs
to update multiple counters and maintain multiple priority
queues, resulting in an unbearable resource load for the NIC.
Similarly, Hydra [70] uses up to tens of MBs for multidimen-
sional telemetry, which are not available in typical commodity
NICs. Also, virtual switch might update some packet header
fields (e.g., Network Address Translation). Only offloading the
sketch to the NIC would cause the sketch to get incorrect
packet header fields. Offloading the virtual switch to the NIC
could solve the context problem, but the virtual switch would
consume lots of computation and memory resource of the NIC.

An alternative design choice would be to run all three
components in the enclave as we illustrate in Fig. 5(c).
However, this would fail the sketch-input-integrity because
packets go through unprotected host memory between the
enclave and the SmartNIC and could be corrupted. Second,
the original virtual switch and I/O module heavily rely on
system calls that are not supported by the enclave. To address
this limitation, prior work, such as SCONE [27], Graphene-
SGX [37], have introduced shielded execution frameworks that
enable the execution of unmodified applications inside the
enclave. However, these frameworks do not provide enough
low-level networking support [60] to run the I/O module inside
the enclave. Furthermore, if we simply place all components
inside the enclave, it would significantly increase the size
of the trusted computing base (TCB) by a factor of 99x, as
demonstrated in §VII-B.
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C. Our Design: TRUSTSKETCH
Taking into account the constraints of the enclave and

the NIC, we design TRUSTSKETCH to navigate the trade-off
across security, performance, and generality.

TRUSTSKETCH provides compute and memory integrity
by running only the sketch in the enclave. We observe that
while trustworthy telemetry incorporates multiple components,
only the sketch computation logic and the memory are crucial
for the telemetry result. We also recognize a unique opportu-
nity: the sketch has a small memory footprint and uses simple
operations e.g., hashing, additions; thus, it could fit in the
resource budget of an enclave. Hence, we only put the sketch
in the enclave and leave the virtual switch and the I/O module
(i.e., DPDK [41]) in host memory. The sketch in the enclave
get access to packets managed by the I/O module through
pointers to avoid packet copy (§VII-B). This choice provides
the sketch-compute-integrity and sketch-memory-integrity, and
minimizes enclave memory usage. Also, running the whole
sketch in the enclave makes our solution general as one does
not need to modify any sketch code.

TRUSTSKETCH provides input integrity by validating the
I/O using the SmartNIC. While the enclave provides the
sketch-compute-integrity and sketch-memory-integrity, it does
not support direct and secure access to the NIC’s memory, thus
cannot provide sketch-input-integrity3 (similar to Fig. 5(c)).
Common solutions such as adding a digest in the each packet
header [56] or constructing sketches in each end and com-
paring them [65], [90] do not offer sketch-input-integrity as
they do not detect packet reorderings and deteriorate perfor-
mance by incurring significant overhead and/or involving the
controller.

To provide sketch-input-integrity at scale, TRUSTSKETCH
leverages a domain-specific observation: re-orderings and
packet drops cannot occur unless there is an attacker. Indeed,
since there are not multiple paths between the enclave and
the NIC, reordering are not possible. To avoid drops caused
by congestion between the enclave and the NIC, the fastest
component, namely, the NIC can be rate-limited to match the
speed of the enclave.

Driven by these insights, TRUSTSKETCH runs a simple-yet-
effective input validation with two checkers: one at the enclave
and one at the NIC. The checkers would compute a message
authentication code (MAC) over the packets they have seen and
periodically exchange the MAC. To prevent the attacker from
re-calculating the MAC, TRUSTSKETCH uses a shared key in
the MAC that is negotiated between the enclave and the NIC
at bootstrap stage. To make TRUSTSKETCH react independent
of the traffic rate, the validation process is directed (separate
for incoming and outgoing traffic) and time-triggered.

V. ENSURING INPUT INTEGRITY IN TRUSTSKETCH
At a high level, TRUSTSKETCH uses well-known best

practices in using enclaves for compute and memory integrity
and we defer specific implementation details to §VII. In this
section, we focus on the harder problem of ensuring input
integrity. In particular, we need to tackle practical challenges
in synchronizing exchange of traffic summaries between the
enclave and NIC and ensuring correct operation in the presence
of multi-threaded operation, which is critical for performance.

3This is a problem also with the new generation enclave (e.g., Intel TDX [12]).
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Fig. 6: Strawman 2: calculate separate MACs for in and out direction
based on predefined number of packets (2 in this figure) .
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Fig. 7: Strawman 2 fails: the attacker can silently drop all packets,
while evading detection.

A. Synchronizing MAC exchanges
As mentioned in §IV-C, the checkers periodically calculate

a MAC on the packets they forward and compare their results.
To be effective, the comparison must be (i) precise as false
positives / negatives would degrade the performance or security
of the system ; (ii) timely such that the detection delay is
bounded; (iii) lightweight to incur minimum computation,
memory, and network overhead.

Strawman solutions To see why this is challenging, we
consider two strawman solutions and explain why they do not
meet the requirements. First, one could calculate one MAC
when T incoming and T outgoing packets (T is a predefined
number) have been forwarded. This strawman would only work
if the two directions are symmetric in rate. If the incoming rate
is different from the outgoing rate, then either some packets
will be left invalidated or the checkers will evaluate the MAC
on different sets of packets.

From the previous strawman, we can conclude that one
needs to maintain two summaries (one for each direction).
Thus, for the second strawman we consider that each checker
calculates one incoming MAC when they forward T incoming
packets, and one outgoing MAC when they forward T outgoing
packets. Then, they could exchange the incoming or outgoing
MAC separately. Fig. 6 shows an example with T = 2 packets.
However, an attacker could drop all packets between the
enclave and the NIC, as shown in Fig. 7. This attack would not
be detected because the NIC (enclave) would not receive any
outgoing (incoming) MAC packet and thus no MAC mismatch
would be detected.

Our approach TRUSTSKETCH builds on top of the second
strawman solution but refrains from using a packet-number-
based epoch. Instead, TRUSTSKETCH uses time-based epoch
and in-band synchronization. Concretely, TRUSTSKETCH runs
two timers, one at the enclave and one at the NIC. The timer
would periodically fire out to signal the end of one epoch. For
the outgoing packets, the Enclave-Checker would compute a
MAC using all packets in that epoch (e.g., there are 2 packets
in outgoing direction in Fig. 8) and send the MAC to the NIC-
Checker right after those packets.
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Fig. 8: MAC exchange. For outgoing packets, 1. the enclave timer
fires out; 2. the Enclave-Checker calculates a MAC; 3. the MAC
arrives at the NIC as an in-band notification; 4. the NIC-Checker
calculates a MAC and compares the two MACs. The incoming packets
follow a symmetric procedure (not shown).

Observing that even slight time drift between the two timers
would cause the checkers to calculate the MAC on differ-
ent sequences of packets, we need the two timers perfectly
synchronized, which is infeasible. Even assuming perfectly
synchronized timers, the set of packets inputted to the checkers
might be different, as some packets are in transit between the
enclave and the NIC. Our solution uses the MAC packet as
an in-band synchronization notification, which tells the NIC-
Checker when one epoch ends. Concretely, the timer at the
enclave signals the end of an epoch for the outgoing direction
(and triggers the enclave to send a MAC) and the timer at the
NIC for the incoming direction (and triggers the NIC to send a
MAC). When the NIC-Checker receives the MAC, it computes
a new MAC and compares the two MACs. In this way, we
provide synchronization between two checkers without the
need for perfectly synchronized timers. The procedure for
incoming packets is symmetric: NIC-Checker would compute
a MAC and send it to the Enclave-Checker.

If any checker finds a MAC mismatch, it raises an alert, i.e.,
notifies the controller. We discuss reactions for MAC mismatch
in §VII. If any checker does not receive the MAC over a
predefined time period, it also raises an alert. To ensure that
an attacker cannot counterfeit or replay the MAC packet, we
add a nonce-based cryptographic hash to the MAC packet.

B. Handling multithreading
Problem Modern NICs are built with multi-threads (e.g., the
Netronome NIC we use in our evaluation has 54 cores in total
and 4 threads on each core) to process packets in parallel to
maximize throughput. This would lead to two problems. First,
there will be a mismatch between the packets on which the
checkers will calculate the MAC, thus a false alert. Indeed,
if we simply run one checker on each NIC thread, the NIC
would generate N MACs at the end of each epoch per direction
(assuming that the NIC has N threads in total). In contrast, the
enclave checker processes the entire packet stream and would
generate one MAC per direction, assuming that the enclave
runs in one thread4. Then, there would be a MAC mismatch
(1 vs. N ) between the enclave and the NIC.

Second, there will be a mismatch between the order in which
the checkers will calculate the MAC, thus a false alert. Indeed,
since packets have different lengths and NIC threads share
resources (e.g., CPU, memory), packets might be processed
out-of-order by different threads. Note that the NIC has a GRO
(global reorder module) to ensure that the packets leave the
NIC in the same order as they enter, but the NIC does not
provide a guarantee about the packet processing order. This
would also result in a MAC mismatch (packet order in MAC
input), if the NIC-Checker processed packets in a different
order than the enclave checker. Also, since we use the MAC

4The problem still exists even if the enclave is running with multi-threads.

packet as an in-band synchronization to signal the end of an
epoch, if the NIC-Checker processes the MAC packet early
or late, there would be a MAC mismatch due to the incorrect
MAC input length.

Strawman solutions Before we describe our solution, we
consider two strawman solutions and show why they would
not work. First, we could use only one thread on the NIC
to process all packets and calculate one MAC. This would
address the problem but would greatly degrade performance.
We show in §VIII that using one thread would only achieve
0.1 Gbps throughput. Second, we could divide the original
packet stream into N packet substreams at the NIC and the
enclave. We could map a packet to a substream in a round-
robin way: the first packet goes to the first substream, the
second packet goes to the second substream, and so on. Then,
each NIC thread would process one packet substream, resulting
in N MACs in the NIC. Since packets mapped to the same
thread would be processed in order, we would have solved
the out-of-order problem. The Enclave-Checker would also
calculate one MAC per packet substream. Both the NIC and the
enclave would calculate N MACs each epoch. Unfortunately,
this is not always a viable solution. Our Netronome NIC, for
instance, hides the NIC-specific packet steering logic from the
programmer, so we cannot control which packet is processed
by which NIC thread.

Our approach We build on the second strawman solution by
explicitly appending a tag to the packets and using the reorder
buffer to reconstruct consistent packet substreams between
the enclave and the NIC. Both the Enclave-Checker and the
NIC-Checker maintain a global packet sequence counter and
2M buffers (they maintain M substreams for each direction
where M is a configurable parameter, independent of the total
number of NIC threads N ). The NIC counter and buffers are
protected by locks to prevent race conditions between threads.
We optimize the buffer size by using streaming MAC (§VII-A)
to achieve a small memory footprint.

When an outgoing packet arrives at the enclave, the Enclave-
Checker updates the counter, uses the packet sequence number
to decide which substream the packet belongs to, copies the
packet header to that buffer (as mentioned in §III-A, TRUSTS-
KETCH only needs to protect the packet header for sketch-
input-integrity), tags the packet with the sequence number, and
forwards the packet to the NIC-Checker. Upon arrival of the
packet to the NIC-Checker, the latter uses the number in the
packet tag as the packet’s sequence number to decide which
substream the packet belongs to, copies the packet header to
that buffer, removes the tag, and sends the packet out (to the
virtual switch or the network). The procedure for incoming
packets is symmetrical: NIC-Checker would update the counter
in the NIC, and use it as the packet sequence number.

Our solution also solves the out-of-order processing prob-
lem. Fig. 9 shows an example: incoming packets P1, P2 are
processed out of order. P2 is processed first and gets a tag
1, and P1 gets a tag 2. When the Enclave-Checker receives
P1, P2, it uses the tag to reconstruct the same substreams
as the substreams in the NIC. Note that due to out-of-order
processing, the packets belong to different substreams in two
directions (h1, h2 are copied to different buffer positions). In
case the MAC packet is processed out-of-order, we include in
the MAC packet the total number of packets in that epoch, so
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Fig. 9: TRUSTSKETCH appends a tag (in pink) to the packets to explicitly declare the order at which they were processed (may be different
from the order they arrived). These tags are used by reorder buffers to reconstruct consistent packet substreams between the enclave and the
NIC. The incoming packets, P1, P2, are processed by the NIC threads out-of-order and have tags 2, 1. The Enclave-Checker reconstructs the
same packet substreams based on the tags.

that the NIC-Checker could wait until it receives all packets
in that epoch before it computes the MAC.

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS
Using a case-based qualitative analysis and a model-driven

analysis, we show that the design of TRUSTSKETCH achieves
the correctness requirements mentioned in §III-A in contrast
to other solutions, such as using an unmodified telemetry
architecture or naively using enclaves (e.g., Safebricks [78]).

A. Qualitative Analysis
First, we qualitatively explain why TRUSTSKETCH protects

against attack strategies in §II-C and attacks towards TRUSTS-
KETCH design (e.g., DoS attack toward the enclave).

We observe that, by construction, TRUSTSKETCH prevents
sketch-compute-attack and sketch-memory-attack by placing
the entire sketch (code and data) in the enclave. This builds
directly on the integrity properties that enclaves provide against
software stack attacks [71]. Note that side-channel attacks on
enclaves [35], [50], [63], [86] and SmartNIC [81], [92] are
not relevant in our context, since our goal is only the integrity
and not the confidentiality of the telemetry results. Second,
TRUSTSKETCH can detect the sketch-input-attack thanks to
input validation. If an attacker injects, drops, modifies, or
reorders the packet sequence between the enclave and the NIC,
the MACs calculated by the enclave and the NIC would show
inconsistency.

A potential concern is that an attacker can attack the input
validation mechanism itself by injecting, dropping, modifying,
or replaying the MAC packet. Also, the attacker could reorder
the MAC packet with datapath packets. However, injecting,
modifying, or replaying a MAC packet would be detected
because the MAC would show inconsistency. Dropping the
MAC packet would cause the checker not to receive the
MAC packet on time, resulting in an alert due to a timeout.
Reordering the MAC packet with datapath packets would mess
up synchronization and lead to an inconsistency between the
MACs calculated by the enclave and the NIC.

Another potential concern is a DoS attack against the
enclave. The attacker could send many packets from a VM
to the virtual switch to overwhelm the enclave. This might
lead to some packet drops at the virtual switch if the enclave
processing rate is lower than the DoS packet rate. Even in this
case, though, the telemetry result reported by the sketch would
still be correct because the NIC would only send packets that
have been processed (tagged) by the enclave.

B. Model Driven Analysis
We use Alloy [58], a declarative language used for system

modeling to define system components and their expected
behaviors for our model-driven analysis. Alloy implements
an analyzer based on first-order logic that provides automatic
correctness verification or provides counterexamples if the
correctness is not satisfied. Next, we discuss how we model
the system components in a cloud server, various designs from
the design space, and our end-to-end design.
Model Description First, we model three basic elements of
the servers in the cloud: code, memory, and packet. For exam-
ple, in our model, all Memory objects have two attributes:
memoryPosition and security , which indicates where the
piece of memory is and whether it is compromised by the
attacker. Then, we model three key entities in the telemetry
system: a Sketch, a NIC, and a packet buffer between the
Sketch and the NIC. seq is provided by Alloy to model a
sequence of objects. We use seq to model the packet sequence.
We also model the security constraints of each component. We
only show two security constraints here for brevity: (1) if the
attacker does not have root access, we assume that all programs
and memory are secure. (2) if the packet buffer between the
sketch and the NIC is secure, we assume that the sketch would
get the same packet sequence as the NIC for both the incoming
and outgoing directions. Since the Alloy model cannot model
the time, for Input Validation, we model the packet sequence
on a per-epoch basis. That is, if the sketch-input-integrity is
correct for the packet stream in each epoch, we can inductively
conclude that this property would hold for the entire packet
stream.
Design Refinement We used our Alloy model as an integral
part of our design workflow to identify potential blind spots in
addition to validating that our design is robust against a broad
spectrum of integrity attacks. For instance, an early version of
our design used a packet-number-based epoch instead of the
time-based epoch to synchronize the MAC exchange (§V-A).
Using our Alloy model, we identified a subtle but important
counterexample (as we illustrate in Fig. 7): the packet-number-
based epoch would not detect input integrity violation if the
attacker drops all packets between the enclave and the NIC.
Design Validation First, we verify that TRUSTSKETCH meets
the three security requirements defined in §III-A. To that end,
we set a check scope of 10. Therefore, the Alloy Analyzer will
enumerate up to 10 instances of each sig to see if there is a
counterexample that violates security requirements. Alloy does
not find any counterexamples; thus TRUSTSKETCH meets our
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Attack Type Example Attack Vanilla Safebricks TRUSTSKETCH

Compute Modify runtime library × ×

Memory Modify the counter × ×
Modify the heap × ×

Input
Inject packets ×
Drop packets ×

Modify packet header ×
TABLE II: Alloy model attack result: among the six attacks we model, some attacks
are effective against Vanilla and Safebricks; none is effective against TRUSTSKETCH.
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Fig. 10: TRUSTSKETCH (lower) leverages that the
three components can run in parallel and assigns them
in different threads. This parallelism saves costly tran-
sitions between the enclave and host memory which
would occur if only one thread is used (upper).

security requirements.

Second, we model six attacks and check if those attacks
could escape detection by three sketch systems5:(i) Vanilla:
existing unsecure sketch system; (ii) Safebricks [78]: a pre-
vious work uses enclave to protect critical functions (in our
case, the sketch); and (iii) TRUSTSKETCH. Table II shows the
attack results: Vanilla and Safebricks are vulnerable to some
attacks, while TRUSTSKETCH prevents those attacks.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we discuss two implementation optimizations

and our end-to-end prototype.

A. Optimizations
Reducing enclave transition overhead. As shown in Fig. 10,
a strawman solution is to run packet processing logic (virtual
switch, Sketch and I/O Module) in one thread. However, this
would involve transitions between host memory (virtual switch
and I/O Module) and enclave memory (sketch), which would
incur a high overhead due to the cost of saving and restoring
the enclave state.

To reduce the overhead of the enclave transition, previous
work [60], [78] runs the host and enclave logic in separate
threads so that there will be no transitions between host mem-
ory and enclave memory. We take a similar approach: running
virtual switch, Sketch, and I/O Module in three threads. Note
that our solution uses two more cores than strawman solutions.
However, this cost could be amortized by running multiple
enclave (sketch) threads. All packet data is stored in a packet
buffer managed by the I/O Module and threads pass packet
pointers through pointer buffers to avoid packet copying.

Reducing memory usage. A naive way to implement MAC
is to concatenate all packet headers in one epoch as input to
generate the output hash . However, this requires all packet
headers buffered in the checkers, wasting a large amount
of memory resources. To reduce memory usage, we use a
streaming MAC, which maintains an internal state S and
keeps updating it S′ = F (X,S, k) when the input string X
(i.e., packet headers) arrives. At exchange time, the streaming
MAC would generate a final hash based on the internal state
hash = G(S).

Note that this is not a conflict with the reorder buffer
mechanism mentioned in §V-B. If using a naive MAC, the
reorder buffer needs to be large enough to store all the packet
headers used to compute the MAC. By using a streaming

5Since Alloy does not support modeling the alert mechanism of our system,
we use the analyzer to check if there is an attack without triggering the alert.

MAC, we can use a smaller buffer size and hence save memory
usage.

B. Prototype
NIC. We use the Netronome Agilio® CX 1x40GbE SmartNIC
[15] and implement the NIC-Checker in P4 [34] and Micro-C
(a subset of C code supported by the Netronome SmartNIC).
The SmartNIC has 54 cores in total and 8 threads on each
core. We use all threads available on the NIC (N = 54 × 8)
to process packets and run NIC-Checker. The choice of M
(the total number of packet substreams) is a trade-off between
throughput and memory usage. A smaller M would consume
fewer memory resources in the enclave and the NIC, but each
NIC thread will have to process more packets than it can
handle, resulting in lower throughput. In our implementation,
we use M = 64.

Sketch implementation in the software. We use Open
vSwitch [77] to manage virtual network and use DPDK [41]
as the fast I/O Module, which is a popular kernel bypassing
packet processing library used by many prior works [66], [78].
To allow the sketch (in the enclave) to access the packets stored
in host memory, we follow the paradigm of SEC-IDS [60] and
patch some glue I/O code (i.e., DPDK Mbuf module) in the
enclave.

Zero copy. We achieve zero packet copy by passing pointers
between modules. Take incoming packets as an example. When
the NIC receives a packet, it writes the packet to a region of
untrusted host memory managed by the I/O module. Pointers
are passed to the checker, the sketch, and the virtual switch
so that they can access the packets. Note that the monitored
data (i.e., packet headers) is copied to the enclave before the
hashing and sketching operations. Thus, the adversary cannot
change the headers between the time the enclave computes the
hash and when it computes the sketch.

MAC. We use SipHash as the stream-MAC and adopt an
open source implementation of SipHash [18]. We compute the
hash over 5 tuples (source IP address, destination IP address,
source port, destination port, protocol). Thus, we guarantee
the integrity of those five fields, but the sketch could use any
subset of those for flow keys.

Tag. We put tag between the ethernet header and the IP
header. We use a one bit in tag to distinguish the MAC packets
from regular datapath packets so that the NIC can invoke
different processing functions for them correspondingly. We
do not explicitly protect the flag bit from an attacker as she
has no incentive to change it. If an attacker sets this bit on a
regular datapath packet, the checker would take it as a MAC
packet, check the MAC and find a mismatch. If an attacker
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unsets this bit for a MAC packet, then the MAC packet would
be processed as a datapath packet by the checker. Since the
original MAC packet would be missing afterward, the checker
will eventually raise an alert.

Timer. TRUSTSKETCH runs two timers at the enclave and the
NIC to signal the MAC exchanges for integrity checking. We
require the timer to provide accurate timing differences, but do
not need absolute timestamps or synchronization between the
two timers. For the enclave part, we implement the counting
thread from prior work [82] that provides a cycle count. The
counting thread is running in the enclave so it is also secure.

For the NIC part, the SmartNIC we use does not provide
a timing API [83]. So we simulate the timer based on packet
number: the timer would fire out when the number of packets
received by the NIC reaches a threshold. As we mentioned
in §V-A, a packet number-based epoch could be attacked.
Here, we only use it as a simulated timer to verify the
epoch synchronization mechanism. For TRUSTSKETCH to be
deployed in the real world, a real timer is needed. For example,
there are other SmartNICs [7] that provide a timing API.

We set the epoch length to 1s, so there would be a MAC
exchange every second. We have evaluated that performance
is not sensitive to the epoch length (not shown). We use two
counters (Cpass and Cfail) in the enclave and in the NIC to
track how many MAC checks have passed and failed.

Reactions for MAC mismatch. Upon detection of a MAC
mismatch indicating the presence of an attacker, TRUSTS-
KETCH must operate in a timely manner to limit the impact of
the attack. Here, we consider two natural alternatives. First, we
can use a secure channel between the NIC or the enclave to no-
tify the cloud operator and defer policy actions to the operator.
We assume that this channel is set up during bootstrap, which
is typical in many modern software-defined data centers. In
addition, we also provide hooks for a faster response in the data
path, i.e., in the enclave or NIC. For example, TRUSTSKETCH
can react to MAC mismatch immediately by stopping further
damage; e.g.,, to isolate a compromised server from inflicting
further damage.

Key management. There is the risk of integrity violations
if we reuse the same key for a long time. To avoid this, we
envision periodically refreshing the key (say every 10 million
packets) by using a stronger cryptographic key generation
algorithm (e.g., HOTP [87]). Note that this does not require
additional synchronization between the enclave and the NIC.

TCB size. TRUSTSKETCH in the enclave part consists of
5K LoC. In comparison, OVS consists of ~364K LoC, and
the DPDK library consists of ~131K LoC. Therefore, placing
OVS and DPDK in host memory greatly reduces the TCB size
by 99x.

VIII. EVALUATION
We perform a wide range of experiments to evaluate the

effectiveness of TRUSTSKETCH and demonstrate that:

• Security: Today’s systems are vulnerable to simple attacks.
TRUSTSKETCH detects the attacks in less than one second.
• Performance: Compared to existing unsecure systems,
TRUSTSKETCH incurs low overhead in terms of throughput
(7%) and latency (6µs).

Server 1 Server 2

Ethernet Cable

SmartNIC

Enclave
Sketch

Host
OVS/DPDK

Container
Sender

DumbNIC

Receiver

Fig. 11: Evaluation Testbed6

Task Sketch Memory (KB)

Heavy Hitters
Count-Min Sketch [40] 200

Count Sketch [36] 200
CocoSketch [91] 500

Cardinality HyperLogLog [48] 5
Flow size distribution MRAC [59] 250

Heavy change FlowRadar [64] 600

General UnivMon Sketch [68] 800
Elastic Sketch [88] 750

TABLE III: Sketch parameters for evaluation

• Generality: We implement 8 state-of-the-art sketches and
demonstrate that TRUSTSKETCH is applicable to different
sketches without accuracy degradation.

A. Experimental Methodology
Testbed. As shown in Fig. 11, our testbed has two commodity
servers: both have 24-core 3.00GHz Intel Xeon Gold 5317
CPU with 512 GB RAM and a Netronome SmartNIC. Server
1 enables Intel SGXv2 [43] and runs TRUSTSKETCH. We
run Docker [73] on Server 1 to create containers. We run
MoonGen [44] in a container to generate realistic packets
packets i.e., according to a packet trace. Server 2 runs a
DPDK receiver and the SmartNIC on Server 2 is configured
as a dumbNIC. The two servers are directly connected via
a 40Gbps link. We enable jumbo frames in Open vSwitch to
allow the tag to be added to large packets (making them larger
than the default MTU of 1500 bytes).

Workloads. We use four types of workload to represent
various network conditions: (1) Data Center: data center packet
traces UNI1 and UNI2 from [32]. (2) CAIDA: Anonymous
Internet traces [6] collected from a commercial backbone link.
(3) Min-sized: synthetic traffic with min-sized packets (64B).
This workload represents high line-rate stress tests (4) Max-
sized: synthetic traffic with max-sized packets (1500B).

Sketches and Parameters. We implement 8 state-of-the-art
sketches for a variety of telemetry tasks as shown in Table III.

Metrics. We use 5-tuple as the flow key. For telemetry metrics,
we report relative_error = |t−treal |

treal
, where treal is the ground

truth of a metric and t is the measured value. For throughput
and latency, we report median and use the error bar to show
a 95% confidence interval.

Systems in Comparison. We compare the following system
designs: (1) Vanilla: Existing sketch-based implementation

6TRUSTSKETCH monitors bidirectional traffic (incoming and outgoing of the
server). We also switch the sender and receiver to test traffic in the other
direction. For brevity, we only report the results of the outgoing traffic (the
numbers of the incoming traffic are similar).
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without any security mechanisms; (2) Safebricks: we reim-
plement Safebricks [78] with running sketches in the enclave;
and (3) TRUSTSKETCH: End-to-end TRUSTSKETCH design
and implementation.

B. End-to-End Validation With Real Attacks
We examine the security of our design by testing our end-to-

end prototype against real attacks. The compute and memory
integrity is guaranteed by the enclave by construction. Thus,
in the interest of brevity, we do not explicitly test against
Sketch-Compute-Attack and Sketch-Memory-Attack. Instead,
we focus on testing Sketch-Input-Attack which depends on our
input validation. We implement two Sketch-Input-Attacks and
check if TRUSTSKETCH can preserve Sketch-input-integrity
under the corresponding attacks.

Inject-Packet-Attack. We run a separate MoonGen [44]
pktgen application on Server 1 to send malicious traffic. In
this case, the pktgen bypasses the sketch in the enclave and
creates unmonitored outgoing traffic. As shown in Fig. 12,
the self-generated traffic is forwarded without being monitored
by Vanilla. On the other hand, TRUSTSKETCH detects the
unmonitored traffic and raises an alert in one second. The
operator can make control decisions on how to handle this
traffic, e.g., dropping all packets to minimize the risk of attack.

Modify-Packet-Header-Attack. We launch a modify-packet-
header attack by modifying the outgoing packet headers when
the packets are buffered in the virtual switch buffer (those
packets have already been processed by the sketch and waited
to be sent out by the NIC). By modifying the packet headers,
the sketch would monitor incorrect packet stream and hence
generate incorrect telemetry results. We calculate the accuracy
of three telemetry metrics (L2 Norm, Entropy, Cardinality)
every five seconds. As shown in Fig. 13(a), the telemetry accu-
racy of Vanilla degrades greatly after the attack is launched. On
the other hand, TRUSTSKETCH could immediately detect the

attack (Fig. 13(b)): after only one second, Cfail (the counter
tracking how many MAC checks have failed) on the NIC
starts to increase7, indicating that the NIC correctly detects
this attack.

C. Performance
Next, we show the overall performance of TRUSTSKETCH.

Throughput. To measure the throughput of TRUSTSKETCH,
we use MoonGen [44] to generate high-speed packet streams
based on traces via a VM in Server 1 and send packets to a
DPDK receiver in Server 2. Fig. 14 shows that compared to
Vanilla, TRUSTSKETCH incurs 7% overhead.

Latency. We use chrony [38] to synchronize the system clocks
between two servers and measure the one-way delay. When
MoonGen packet generator sends packets from a VM in Server
1, the sending rate is limited to 80% of the maximum system
throughput (as shown in Fig. 14). For each packet, a timestamp
is added to the packet header before it leaves the VM. When
the DPDK receiver on Server 2 receives the packet, it extracts
the sending timestamp from the packet and calculates the
elapsed time. As shown in Fig. 15, TRUSTSKETCH incurs
6µs latency compared to Vanilla. Compared to Vanilla, even
Safebricks adds about 4µs to the overall latency due to the cost
of context switches between the host memory and the enclave
memory.

Accuracy. We calculate the accuracy of the telemetry metrics
and demonstrate that TRUSTSKETCH could achieve the same
accuracy as Vanilla as shown in Fig. 16 (we only show the
accuracy result for UnivMon Sketch for brevity).

Optimization. When implement TRUSTSKETCH, we use two
optimization techniques. Fig. 17 shows the throughput gain
of using multiple NIC threads(§V-B), and removing enclave
transition(§VII-A).

NIC Resource Usage. We calculate the NIC CPU usage based
on how many cores it takes to achieve 40Gbps. It takes 9 cores
without running input validating and 10 cores with running
input validating. Given that the NIC has 54 cores in total, the
CPU utilization overhead is around 1.9%. We compute the NIC
memory usage based on the size of all variables we use for
the input validation mechanism. We use 104KB, only 0.53%
of the total NIC on-chip memory (19.2MB).

IX. RELATED WORK
Sketch-based telemetry. A number of techniques have been
proposed to improve the accuracy, generality and performance
of sketch-based telemetry [54], [67], [68], [88], [91]. For
example, UnivMon adopts universal sketching theory to build
a general sketch to estimate a wide range of traffic statistics.
CocoSketch extends the canonical SpaceSaving algorithm [74]
to support unbiased estimation over all flows. Our telemetry
framework with CPU and SmartNIC can adapt to different
kinds of sketches for different telemetry tasks.

Other aspects of secure telemetry. OblivSketch [61] uses
oblivious data structures and algorithms in the control plane to
ensure the privacy of the telemetry statistics during query time.
However, it only improves the security of the telemetry tool in
the control plane and assumes that the data plane is trustworthy.
Our work focuses on the data plane and the integrity of the

7Netronome provides a tool to read NIC variable values from command line.
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measurements (i.e., not confidentiality) and is complementary
to their work.

Secure Enclaves for Network Functions. LightBox [42],
Safebricks [78], S-NFV [84], SGX-Box [51] are frameworks
that improve security for general virtualized network functions.
However, they could not guarantee Sketch-input-integrity. An
attacker could insert, drop, or modify packets between the
telemetry tool and the NIC and remain undetected.

Verifiable fault localization and measurements. Dy-
naFL [90] could identify compromised and misconfigured
routers in the data plane. Other work on trustworthy mea-
surements [26] focuses on verifying the performance measure-
ments reported by each network domain. However, these works
focus on wide-area setting with router-specific constraints. In
contrast, our work focuses on providing a trustworthy software
telemetry tool in the cloud.

X. DISCUSSION
Before we conclude, we discuss limitations and alternative

usage model for TRUSTSKETCH.

Limitations of TRUSTSKETCH First, we note that for sketch-
input-integrity, we only protect the path between the enclave
and the SmartNIC, so we only protect the packets that access
the network. An attacker could still corrupt the traffic between
the sketch and a VM. For instance, the attacker could send
packets from one VM and spoof the source IP address to
pretend that the packets are sent by another VM. Second, an
attacker could also corrupt the traffic between VMs (e.g., using
one VM to send traffic to another VM on the same physical
machine to launch a DoS attack). We cannot guarantee the
correctness of the telemetry result for traffic between VMs on
the same physical machine because those packets do not go
through the NIC.

Alternative cloud usage model Some cloud customers rent
clusters of bare metal servers [1] from cloud providers and
build their own virtual private cloud. In this scenario, the cloud
provider still manages the datacenter network between the
servers, but cloud customers will manage the whole software
stack on the bare metal, including VM, telemetry tool, virtual
switch, and hypervisor. In this case, cloud customers can
use TRUSTSKETCH to run trustworthy telemetry to better
manage their virtual private clouds, but the scope of threats of

interest in these deployments may be different (e.g., to detect
compromised components rather than to account per se).

Deployability concerns with enclaves. There have been con-
cerns about the long-term viability of SGX. For example, SGX
is deprecated on “desktop” or “client” machines in the 11th and
12th generations of Intel Core processors [10]. However, on
server platforms, SGX is currently supported and is expected
to have ongoing support in the foreseeable future [21]. More
generally, the enclave-specific requirements of TRUSTSKETCH
are minimal and can potentially be supported in other enclave
technology as well; e.g., Intel TDX [12]). As such, we believe
that our architecture and design which combine an enclave and
a SmartNIC to ensure trustworthy telemetry will also apply to
future server technologies.

XI. CONCLUSIONS
Our work is motivated by the observation that existing

software sketch telemetry frameworks can be circumvented by
cloud attackers, effectively deceiving downstream management
tasks. To address this, we take a first-principles approach
and formally define correctness properties for trustworthy
sketch-based telemetry. We present a practical design called
TRUSTSKETCH, which achieves correctness, high performance
and is also general i.e., supports many classes of sketches.
Therefore, TRUSTSKETCH can serve as a basis for future
trustworthy software sketch telemetry deployment.
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